In January 2015, a series of essays appeared online under the heading of *The End*. As one might guess from the ominous title, the essays address the topic of death from the perspectives of professionals who deal with death, such as physicians and nurses, and private individuals who share their personal experiences up to and following an individual’s death. One contributor, for example, revisits a dying friend’s last “attempt at modesty” as the friend tried to pull her shirt down over exposed portions of her body, as well as the contributor’s “appalling decision” not to revisit the dying friend’s bedroom for a final good-bye. Another author describes feeling “gutted and guilty” for wishing to return to life instead of serving the “slavery of disease.” Furthermore, the same author labels the old adage about cherishing moments with a dying loved one as “a lot of crap” because of the hardships imposed by disease and medical treatment. The striking thing about a number of the essays is that they reveal survivors’ intensely private thoughts in a very public way—on the website of *The New York Times*.
In addition to the moving personal narratives, several of the essays in The End highlight the relationship between death and law on a macro-level in the form of statutory law. In Death Without Dignity, the author considers how the California Senate’s passage of the End of Life Option Act could have positively affected a friend’s death five years ago. The sentiments expressed in Death Without Dignity reflect concerns hotly discussed since cases like In re Quinlan, Cruzan v. Director, Mo. Dep’t of Health, and Bush v. Schiavo propelled the issue of one’s right to die to the forefront of the public’s consciousness. Recently, California served as the epicenter of the debate as a young Californian, Brittany Maynard, decided to move to Oregon to take advantage of its Death with Dignity Act after she was diagnosed with a terminal illness. Whatever one thinks of her choice, Ms. Maynard’s decision demonstrates the undeniable impact of positive law concerning death on the decision-making of the living.

For the most part, however, the nexus between death and law operates on a scale far removed from the national glare associated with contentious public policy issues such as one’s right to die. In The Rituals of Modern Death, a September 2015 addition to The End, a physician describes the contrast between a family’s experience with the moment of death with that of the physician. For the family, “death can be a moment of deep emotional significance,” but for the physician, death leads to “something very mundane: paperwork.” Much of that post-mortem “mundane paperwork” is required by law. Statutes require the completion of death certificates that identify the decedent, the location of death, etc. etc.
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and the cause of death for evidentiary and statistical purposes. Virginia’s code goes further in its death certificate regulations in that it not only defines when “[a] person shall be medically and legally dead,” but also mandates that the “medical certification” of death shall be “signed in black or dark blue ink.” Similarly, many states have anatomical gift statutes that regulate organ donation at death. Illinois law, for example, bars the physician “who determines the time of the decedent’s death” from “participating in the procedures for removing or transplanting a part from the decedent.” From death certificates to procedures regulating organ donation, death triggers a cascade of statutorily regulated acts that govern living individuals connected to the decedent.

Unlike regulations that govern the living after a death, one of the basic intersections of death and law occurs before an individual’s death—the drafting and execution of a will. For the individuals who opt to execute a will, the testamentary intent represented by the will’s distributive provisions largely remains a private matter left to the judgment of the individual testator.
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19 Distribution is largely a private matter, but a testator does not have unfettered discretion to distribute property at death. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF PROPERTY § 10.1 cmts. a, c (AM. LAW INST. 2003) (discussing limits on the principle of testator freedom, such as the elective share and gifts containing impermissible racial restrictions). As a general matter, however, testamentary freedom remains the foundational principle of the law of wills. See RAY D. MADOFF, IMMORTALITY AND THE LAW: THE RISING POWER OF THE AMERICAN DEAD 6–7 (2010); John H.
effectuate a testator’s plan for distribution, a testator appoints a personal representative to handle the tasks required to settle an estate. Being appointed as a personal representative may be an honor springing from a testator’s trust of that individual, but the job of being an executor can be, to say the least, difficult. Personal representatives may have to travel to deal with a decedent’s property that is located in different states, pay employees of a business operated by the decedent, or navigate strained family relationships. Moreover, a personal representative acts in a fiduciary capacity, which means there is a risk of liability for actions taken during estate administration. Because of the difficulty associated with serving as a personal representative, the individual identified by a testator does not have to accept the position. As a result, the practice of designating an alternate personal representative to serve, if the first individual named declines the position, has become a standard element of a well-drafted will.
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See, e.g., Ark. Code Ann. § 28-48-102 (West 2015) (outlining the form of acceptance to be filed with the court); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 700.3601 (West 2016) (requiring acceptance); In re Lublin, 984 N.Y.S.2d 263, 265 (N.Y. 2013) (“[A] nominated fiduciary is not compelled to accept the office.”); In re Estate of Cavalier, 582 A.2d 1125, 1126 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1990) (“[A] person or institution named as executor in the will of a decedent cannot be forced to undertake the fiduciary responsibilities of such office. Unless and until the named executor consents to act and qualifies for office, neither statute nor rule of court imposes upon such person a duty to act as a fiduciary for or account to the beneficiaries named in the will.”); Grant v. Osgood, 127 S.E.2d 202, 205 (S.C. 1962) (“An executor designated in a will is not required to qualify if he does not wish to do so, but if he accepts the trust, he is required to execute it in accordance with law.”).

If being a personal representative was not sufficiently difficult, the advent of the digital age has only increased the burdens placed on those willing to undertake the role on behalf of a decedent. The seemingly ever-expanding usage of digital devices means that individuals increasingly handle many routine aspects of life online. Banking, shopping, and communication are done, at least in part, online by a substantial number of people. For personal representatives, a decedent’s online footprint creates access difficulties because many online accounts are password protected. A decedent may have received and paid utility bills, for example, via an online account without any paper record of the transaction; therefore, a personal representative may have trouble closing an account with a utility provider without the account’s password. Given the number of online accounts used by most people, living individuals may have trouble remembering their own usernames and passwords, let alone finding such information for an unknown number of online accounts held by a decedent.

Even if passwords are discovered by a personal representative, accessing the account may be construed as a violation of the terms of service agreement between a decedent and a service provider. For example, Karen Williams sought access to her son’s Facebook account following his death, but did not have the password to the account. Eventually, Williams gained access to the account after receiving “a tip” from one of her son’s friends. Accessing her son’s account, however, violated Facebook’s terms of service regarding unauthorized access; therefore, Facebook changed the password to the account thereby barring Williams’s access. In response, Williams brought suit to regain “full and unobstructed” access to her son’s account. Although the court ruled in her favor, the relief granted Williams only ten months of access to the account.

(“You should name a contingent executor or personal representative to act in case your first selection dies before you, or is unable to serve.”).
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the expiration of the ten-month access period, Facebook terminated the account.  

In addition to private law barriers to postmortem access created by terms of service agreements, public law also impedes access for personal representatives in possession of passwords to a decedent’s online accounts. In each state, an account holder’s online privacy is protected by a statute that bars “unauthorized access” to a computer, accessing a computer without “effective authorization,” or a similar phrase. Reflecting the importance of protecting online accounts, the penalties for violating state privacy laws include monetary fines, imprisonment, or both. While these statutes are primarily aimed at computer hacking, accessing a decedent’s online account without evidence of authorization is risky given the broad language employed by the statutes. To reduce whatever threat of criminal sanction exists, estate planners recommend that account holders leave a list of passwords to be used by personal representatives after the account holder’s death to demonstrate that access to the account has been authorized by the account holder. As evidence of the growing importance of post-mortem access to online accounts, post-mortem digital asset services have become a cottage industry online.

Without an account’s password, a personal representative may simply provide an online service provider with evidence of a decedent’s passing and request access to a decedent’s online account. However, online service providers hesitate to permit access and the subsequent transfer of digital information for fear of running afoul of the Stored Communications Act (SCA), which is a portion of the larger Electronic Communications Privacy Act. The primary obstacle to gaining access to electronically stored content in the SCA is
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§ 2702(a)(1), which states “a person or entity providing an electronic communication service to the public shall not knowingly divulge to any person or entity the contents of a communication while in electronic storage by that service.”41 Although it contains exceptions that permit voluntary disclosure of digital information,42 the provisions of the SCA do not go so far as to compel disclosure of any electronic information. The opening sentence of the section describing the SCA’s exceptions notes that a service provider “may divulge the contents of the communication”43 and then lists the specific exceptions, which suggests that compulsory disclosure is not countenanced by the statute.44 While it may protect an account holder’s privacy interests during the account holder’s life, the SCA creates an additional obstacle to post-mortem data acquisition due to the disclosure limitations it places on service providers.

The much publicized case of Ajemian v. Yahoo!, Inc.45 illustrates the challenges faced by personal representatives trying to collect online information in conjunction with the process of probate. In Ajemian, the co-administrators of a decedent’s estate requested access to the decedent’s email messages in a Yahoo! email account on the basis that the messages constituted property that comprised part of the decedent’s estate.46 Yahoo! denied access, claiming that revealing email content—even to an administrator of a decedent’s estate—would violate the SCA.47 Although the court based its decision on the terms of the service agreement without reaching the merits of the property claim,48 the facts of the case suggest that the barriers to access are substantial. One of the co-administrators had initially opened the email account for decedent’s primary use, had access to it, and shared it as a co-user.49 This co-administrator “continued to access the account from time to time” but had “forgotten the password.”50 Given the circumstances, one might have guessed that the co-administrator’s status as an intermittent co-user of the account would have permitted access without litigation. Interestingly, Yahoo! initially agreed to provide access to the contents of the account after receiving documented evidence of the user’s death.51 But, Yahoo! changed its position and decided to litigate the issue of access to the contents of the decedent’s account under the
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Notably, \textit{Ajemian} is just one of numerous conflicts between survivors and online service providers that have erupted with the proliferation of digital assets.\footnote{Id. at 608–09. The reported case does not reveal why Yahoo! changed its position. \textit{Id.} The parties reached a partial agreement that required Yahoo! to provide a list of emails without the contents of those emails. \textit{Id.} at 609. However, plaintiffs sought to receive the contents of the emails, which led to the reported decision. \textit{Id.}}

Approximately a decade ago, a handful of states anticipated the problem presented in a case like \textit{Ajemian} and enacted statutes that permitted a personal representative to access a decedent’s email accounts.\footnote{See, e.g., Tom Hauser, \textit{Family Fights to Access Late Son’s Digital Data}, ABC 5 \textit{Eyewitness News} (Jan. 21, 2015, 6:33 AM), http://kstp.com/news/stories/S3682368.shtml?cat=1; Chris Roberts, \textit{Mom Fights for Access to Dead Son’s Facebook}, NBC \textit{Bay Area} (Mar. 1, 2013, 3:50 PM), http://www.nbcbayarea.com/blogs/press-here/Mom-Fights-for-Access-To-Dead-Sons-Facebook-194389861.html.} The legislatures in these states reached the same statutory conclusion—a personal representative not only possessed authority to access an email account, but also to copy emails stored in the account.\footnote{Unif. Fiduciary Access to Dig. Assets Act (Unif. Law Comm’n 2014) [hereinafter UFADAA].} While laudable for their prescience, a straightforward criticism of the earliest statutes is that they have not kept pace with the growth of social media as a means of communication in lieu of email. Facebook, for example, had a mere six million users at the time Connecticut enacted the first statute authorizing a personal representative to access and copy emails in 2005.\footnote{Unif. Fiduciary Access to Dig. Assets Act (Unif. Law Comm’n 2014) [hereinafter UFADAA].} Five years later, Facebook had approximately 600 million users, and that number doubled to 1.2 billion by 2013.\footnote{Ami Sedghi, \textit{Facebook: 10 Years of Social Networking, in Numbers}, \textit{Guardian} (Feb. 4, 2014, 9:38 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2014/feb/04/facebook-in-numbers-statistics.} Because they limit access to email accounts only, early statutes are a step, or maybe three steps, behind the accounts frequently utilized and deemed valuable by modern decedents.

Recognizing the limitations of existing legislation and the high probability of future fiduciary claims to access digital accounts, the Uniform Law Commissioners drafted the Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act (UFADAA) in 2014.\footnote{Unif. Fiduciary Access to Dig. Assets Act (Unif. Law Comm’n 2014) [hereinafter UFADAA].} UFADAA’s original provisions broadly defined “digital asset” to mean “a record that is electronic” and cloaked a fiduciary with broad authority to access digital assets by default unless prohibited by a decedent’s will or court order.\footnote{Id. at §§ 2, 4.} The wide-reaching access granted to a fiduciary, such as a personal representative of an estate,\footnote{UFADAA § 2 (defining “fiduciary” to mean “an original, additional, or successor personal representative, [conservator], agent, or trustee”) (alteration in original).} included the acquisition of the contents of electronic communications like email messages.\footnote{Id. at § 4(3).}
access was intended to aid estate administration, it also served as the foundation for substantial resistance during the legislative process. Companies like Facebook and Google expressed privacy-related concerns associated with a fiduciary’s largely unfettered access to digital accounts. Furthermore, Yahoo! objected that providing a personal representative with post-mortem access to an email account violated the terms of service between it and the account holder. Ironically, a number of tech companies participated in UFADAA’s drafting process. Despite their involvement, companies opposed to UFADAA flexed their lobbying muscles in state legislatures and the UFADAA-based bills stalled.

Instead of awaiting a modified version of UFADAA to emerge, UFADAA’s opponents drafted a legislative alternative for state legislatures to consider, denominated as the Privacy Expectation Afterlife and Choices Act (PEAC Act). Section 1(A) requires service providers to supply to personal representatives a “record or other information pertaining to the deceased user,” but not the contents of any communications, if a court orders disclosure after making certain findings. In other words, a personal representative may acquire
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68 Id. at § 1 (A). The evidence required to permit disclosure of the record of information include:

(a) the user is deceased; (b) the deceased user was the subscriber to or customer of the provider; (c) the account(s) belonging to the deceased user have been identified with specificity, including a unique identifier assigned by the provider; (d) there are no other authorized users or owners of the deceased user’s account(s); (e) disclosure is not in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq., 47 U.S.C. § 222, or other applicable law; (f) the request for disclosure is narrowly tailored to effect the purpose of the administration of the estate; (g) the executor or administrator demonstrates a good faith belief that account records are relevant to resolve fiscal assets of the estate; (h) the request seeks information spanning no more than a year prior to the date of death; and (i) the request is not in conflict with the deceased user’s will or testament.
a list of the “To” and “From” lines associated with an email account but may not see the substance of those emails under § 1(A). However, a court could order a service provider to reveal the contents of communications under § 1(B), if the personal representative shows that the decedent consented to disclosure either by will or some mechanism within the service that demonstrates a decedent’s intent to permit post-mortem disclosure of the content of communications. Whether seeking a list of communications or the substance of those communications, the PEAC Act requires a personal representative to obtain a court order for the relevant information. Thus, the PEAC Act resides at the other end of the privacy spectrum on the issue of a personal representative’s access to an online account when compared to the default access granted by the original terms of UFADAA.

In July 2015, one year after its original effort went public and encountered strong opposition, the Uniform Law Commission responded to the privacy-related criticisms and produced a competitor to the PEAC Act in the form of a revised version of UFADAA. The Revised UFADAA resembles the PEAC Act in its protection of a decedent’s privacy interest as it pertains to the content of electronic communications. Section 7 not only mandates disclosure of the contents of electronic communications, but also authorizes the custodian of the electronic communications to require that personal representatives obtain court orders for such disclosure. Similar to the list of contacts permitted by the PEAC Act, § 8 of the Revised UFADAA permits a custodian to disclose “a catalogue of electronic communications sent or received by the user,” if the personal representative presents the custodian with certain decedent-related information, such as a death certificate. Much like § 7 of the PEAC Act, § 8 also allows the custodian to require the fiduciary to seek a court order for disclosure prior to transferring the relevant information to the fiduciary. Although it is not a mirror image of the PEAC Act in all respects, the Revised UFADAA cuts ties
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to its predecessor and moves closer to the PEAC Act in its protection of an account user’s post-mortem privacy.

Regardless of whether the revised UFADAA or the PEAC Act eventually wins legislative supremacy, the importance of digital assets to testators is beginning to change the practice of will drafting. Some testators, but far from all, affirmatively plan for passing digital assets after death. Among those executing a will that includes a definitive statement about the disposition of digital assets, the approach to planning for such access to online information and permission to disclose account information is not uniform. Some drafters may, for example, define a digital asset, which is no small feat given the myriad of electronically stored contents that may constitute “digital assets,” and then provide a personal representative with blanket authority to access information associated with the defined digital assets. Similarly, a drafter may choose to permit access, as well as disclosure, for specifically described digital accounts in a single provision.

Whatever the approach to drafting, a definitive statement of the decedent’s intent for access to and disclosure of account information is recommended as evidence of the decedent’s “lawful consent” and “authorized access” for purposes of privacy laws as well as terms of service agreements.

Beyond its practical impact on will drafting, the pressure for access to online information after a user’s death has had one other important effect—changes in the policies of online service providers. Google created a mechanism that permits users to dictate how their accounts should be handled after a period of...
inactivity with its “Inactive Account Manager.” Google’s manager permits a user to designate an individual to receive notice of account inactivity and provides a mechanism for the designee to download information specified by the user. Similarly, Facebook changed its policy of memorializing accounts, which meant that the account remained accessible to friends of the user but not to anyone else, to making the user’s information available in a manner consistent with the user’s privacy settings at death. According to Facebook, altering the policy governing memorialization to match a user’s privacy setting honors “the choices a person made in life while giving their extended community of family and friends ongoing visibility to the same content they could always see.” Furthermore, Facebook added a “Legacy Contact” option that permits a user to designate someone to manage a memorialized account after the user’s death. Although the legacy contact cannot delete information from the account or read messages sent by a deceased user, the contact has the ability to write posts, update the user’s profile, and respond to new friend requests.

From practical changes in service provider policies and wills drafting to model legislative proposals, each of the reactions to the problem of postmortem access to digital assets orbit one central goal—establishing a decedent’s intent regarding distribution of property. The combination of the novelty of planning for digital assets and the low rate of estate planning generally means that a decedent’s intent for access to or disclosure of digital property at death is often unknown. The vacuum of information about a decedent’s intent presents a substantial challenge to a fundamental tenet of the law of testate and intestate succession: honoring a decedent’s intent. To fill the informational void for those who do not execute a will with access and disclosure provisions or a list of passwords, an online tool permits a user to memorialize a preference within the account’s settings. Similarly, Revised UFADAA and the PEAC Act create default settings for a decedent’s intent to grant access to or disclosure of digital assets after death. In the end, the changes in private ordering and public law spurred by the clash of digitization and estate administration reflect the theme of
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